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MIKE POMPEO? MORE LIKE 
MIKE LAME-O

As I’m sure many of you are already aware of, the dear Mike Pompeo visited our campus (via 
zoom) this past Saturday through Denison Republicans. And look, I’m not gonna throw too much 
shade but it was done in a super sketchy way and came off as SUPER tone deaf (so low key, if you helped to 

plan this you should be super embarrassed). And you know, it kind of effing sucks to know that your tuition went to 
someone as trash as Myke. But now for a limited time only! You can take it out on this “action 
figure” that is 100% not a voodoo doll. IDK lemme know if anything happens. To test fate a little 
further, I made sure to include all of his “favorite” things <3 (BTW this 100% not a rip off of the paper doll article i ran last semes-

ter....)

-Betsy Wagner and Laine Hursh, JUST friends

Ukraine

Included with your Meyeke Pompeii 
Voodoo doll Action figure!

-a gay pride flag!
-his bff coworker, Nancy Pelosi
-the COVID vaccine that he loves to share <3
-the country that has caused him the least problems...
Ukraine!
-a sick blunt!
-pins to use on Mi- for action figure costumes!!
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TITOJITOS!

I feel pressured to write an article cause Ellie was calling me out in the Bullsheet chat. To be 
fair, I have had a few articles that I’ve sent in that haven’t been published, but those weren’t all 
that funny because I wrote them when I was in a bad mindset. For those of you who have dearly 
been missing articles from me, you have no need to wait anymore. I’ve had so many ideas float-
ing around in my head, and a lot of them I write down in my notes when I’m in an insanely 
delirious state, so today I thought I’d share those ideas with you and try and elaborate on what 
I was thinking at the time.

“Mike Lindell Halloween Costume”

 I imagine this was an idea I had because I was having trouble falling asleep (at 1AM on 
a Monday) I think this costume would be funny because Mike Lindell is an absolutely insane 
person. The costume would probably look like me but with a worse, more disheveled haircut, as 
well as a poorly applied fake mustache, something else to indicate Mike Lindell’s crack addic-
tion, and of course a pillow. I’d have to act out the part too and try and go around spreading ru-
mors about election fraud and hopefully by the end of the night I can have multiple 7 or 8 figure 
lawsuits on my hands!

“994”

 This is probably a passcode to something important, I literally have no idea. 

“Midnight Gospel- Animated Podcast

 Someone probably recommended this to me at some point, maybe I should give it a lis-
ten. Has anyone ever listened to it? Is it worth my time?

“Insurance Cards PDF”

 On second thought, maybe I shouldn’t share this one.

“Why do girls just go absolutely wild on each other’s birthdays? Dudes literally just go to 
Buffalo Wild Wings or something but that’s contingent on one of us remembering that it’s 
our friend’s birthday.”

 I can tell that this is a little bit that I wrote in my notes as something that I’d like to try 
and work on if I ever did stand-up comedy. Trust me, if you didn’t find it funny on paper then it 
will definitely be funnier in person. It’s the delivery that really makes it funny!

That’s it for now, hopefully I can write down a funny article idea sometime when I’m sleep de-
prived


